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Photographic Backpack 18L K&F Concept Beta V3
The  K&F  Concept  Beta  V3  photographic  backpack  is  suitable  for  any  adventure  with  your  camera,  camcorder,  or  drone.  Despite  its
lightweight  design,  it  weighs only  950 g and offers  a  capacity  of  18 liters,  allowing you to comfortably  store two cameras,  a  drone,  a
laptop, and accessories, among other items. Its waterproof surface makes it resistant to challenging weather conditions.
 
Convenient Equipment Transport
You don't have to limit yourself when packing your gear. The K&F backpack provides a capacity of 18 liters, allowing you to store two
cameras,  a  drone,  a  laptop  up  to  15.6  inches,  four  additional  lenses,  various  accessories,  and  clothing.  The  interior  is  made  of  EVA
material, ensuring effective protection against scratches.
 
Waterproof Construction
Thanks to the use of high-quality materials, the K&F Concept Beta V3 backpack is exceptionally durable. It is equipped with a rain cover
that provides protection for your equipment in all weather conditions.
 
Quick Access to Equipment
The innovative backpack opening system allows for quick access to your equipment, which is crucial in dynamic photographic situations.
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You can be confident that you won't miss the opportunity to capture a unique shot!
 
Comfortable Carrying
The  backpack  is  equipped  with  wide  straps  that  provide  comfort  even  with  heavy  loads.  Its  neutral  design  makes  it  suitable  for  both
professional photography applications and everyday use. Moreover, it weighs only 950 g, so it won't be an unnecessary burden during
long hikes.
 
	Manufacturer
	K&F Concept
	Model
	KF13.140
	Capacity
	18 liters
	Laptop Compartment Size
	15.6”
	Dimensions
	29 x 15 x 43 cm
	Weight
	950 g

Preço:

€ 65.01

Foto, Wideo  Akcesoria  Plecaki
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